
 

 
 

 

Sculpture 
 
  

The tongue can be wicked hot 
or sweet as a wedding cake 

if your plug ain't dropping fifty or better 
your weight class is still that of a featherweight – 

 
and if you ain't moving at least five a day 

change your wig-wagging formulas 
to increase the hood economy rate – 

 
rolling the dice yo respect better be priceless 

no one is exempted depending the crisis 
I'm talking eye conversations 
that will claim you like Isis – 

 
it’s my confidence and not my hustle 

that keeps me soft-spoken 
and I love bad b*t*hes that plays the game 

understandably never wanting to be heartbroken – 
 

ride or die we are all flawed within 
to many muva f**kas are codefendants talking bout 

they don't do jail but when you touch 
they try to hop back in – 

 
see visits are appreciated but the bails and the mail 

will never outweigh any acts of betrayal 
it’s a fact the spread of hate 

will never taste better than the spread of mayo – 
 

now it’s clear I'm in love with a game 
that hates all of you and all of me 

every dream chaser I hear 
it’s like the games either watching or in love with me – 

 
so every jewel dropped is worth at least a hundred grand 

it’s the pain not the material that sculptures my brand 
ask Nicki about that Minaj ingredient that sculptures her man – 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
The Minaj by Nicki brand coming soon. Yes sis I put you directly on the spot.  
 
Nicki I truly believe the Minaj by Nicki brand has no ceiling. Be it fashion, perfumes, etc.  
 
Nicki I am in tune with the bigger picture in relations with you and your brand. Your heartfelt endorsement 
commitments with OYEZZZ is all that's required for me to release all naming rights to the Minaj by Nicki brand. 
I love to see you shine.  
 
 
Written (12/12/16) by Clifton A. Jackson 
Your Oyezzz activity, s/m likes, repost & hashtags are appreciated! 
 
 


